We describe cross focusing in a four level atomic medium under electromagnetically induced transparency. We show that due to the giant Kerr nonlinearity experienced by the atoms, cross focusing between weak signal and probe fields (both fields with intensities below line saturation level) is possible. By applying different intensity masks to the signal field, different lenses (cylindrical, Fresnel, Gaussian) can be induced in the atomic sample. Focusing of the probe beam is analyzed in terms of the excitation parameters (signal Rabi frequency and detuning, as well as optical depth of the atomic medium).
INTRODUCTION
Electromagnetically induced transparency (EIT) is a powerful technique that allows one to manipulate photon-photon interactions through coherent media [1] . The control of such interactions finds wide applications in classical and quantum optical communication, optical computing, information processing, quantum nonlinear optics, among others [1, 2] . In the prototypical EIT system, a three level atom is driven by a strong coupling beam and a weak probe beam that are connected through a common excited state of the atom. Through EIT, an opaque medium is made transparent to the resonant probe field by means of quantum interference. The probe transparency is accompanied by a steep dispersion of the refractive index and an enhanced optical nonlinear response, allowing the implementation of nonlinear optics at ultra-low light leves [3, 4] .
Of particular interest are the spatial consequences of EIT. A transverse spacial modulation of the coupling beam allows control of the probe beam propagation and transverse spatial properties. By introducing a grating structure to the control beam, all-optical steering and splitting of the probe beam is possible [5] . The radial intensity profile of the coupling field can generate a significant spatial refractive index profile, leading to focusing and defocusing of the probe beam [6] [7] [8] . More refined control of the probe focusing can be achieved by applying intensity-modulated images in the coupling light field for generating tunable diffractive Fresnel lenses [9] . It has been proposed that by using two-dimensional optical patterns, an EIT atomic system can function as a fast spatial light modulator with megahertz modulation rates [10] . And images imprinted onto the coupling field can be transferred (cloned) to the probe field, which is transmitted without the usual diffraction [11] . Common to all of these phenomena is the fact they were proposed/implemented in a three-level EIT system and require a strong coupling beam. But in a four-level N-type EIT system, giant optical Kerr nonlinearities, with vanishing linear absorption, can be achieved and cross-phase modulation (XPM) between very weak light fields is possible [12] [13] [14] . The N-type EIT system is a four-level atomic system driven by three optical field: probe, coupling and signal fields. The nonresonant signal field couples the additional fourth energy level to the ground energy level connected to the coupling beam in a Λ-configuration EIT system. In such a system, coherent manipulation at low light levels of stored images becomes possible [15] . By using intensity masks in the signal field, quadratic phase shifts can be efficiently imprinted onto stored Fraunhofer diffraction patterns in the EIT system. The retrieved probe field can be significantly modified in an alloptical manner. In an N-type EIT system, a signal field with a Gaussian intensity profile will create a radially varying XPM phase shift on the probe beam, leading to the development of multiple concentric rings around the probe beam's axis, characteristic of conical emission, at light intensities well below saturation level [16] . A grating structure applied to the weak signal beam will create an electromagnetically induced phase grating, capable of diffracting the probe field energy into the first diffraction order with high efficiency [17, 18] .
